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- Present tense regular -er verbs
- Present simple

French 

Madame Sooden
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Silent Final E
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[-et]



bébé aller
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Vocabulary list for this lesson:

la solution the solution

l’uniforme uniform

un cadeau a present

une semaine a week

donner to give

porter to wear

trouver to find

aimer to like

passer to spend

En français En anglais



Rigoler = To laugh 
laughing

The first person                           
(pronoun + ending)

Je rigole = I laugh

Regular -er verbs

To refer to yourself



Rigoler = To laugh

The second person                           
(pronoun + ending)

Tu rigoles = You laugh

To refer to another                   
specific person

Regular -er verbs



Rigoler = To laugh

The third person                           
(pronoun + ending)

Il rigole

= He laughs

Elle rigole

= She laughs

To refer to another                   
singular male/female

Regular -er verbs



Rigoler = To laugh

The third person                           
(pronoun + ending)

On rigole = You laugh

To refer to people                      
in general 

Regular -er verbs



Rigoler - To laugh

Present Tense - Regular -er verbs 

Je rigole - I laugh

Tu rigoles - You laugh

Il rigole - He laughs

Elle rigole - She laughs

To form the present tense with a regular ER verb.

1. Remove the ER from the infinitive 
2. Add the correct ending.

On rigole - You laugh



1 What type of verb is in today’s lesson?  

2 What is the ending for ‘je’ pronouns.

3 What is the ending for ‘tu’ pronouns.

4 How do you say ‘you like’ in French?

5 How do you say ‘he gives’ in French?

6 How do you say ‘elle trouve’ in English?

-er verbs

-e

-es

tu aimes

il donne

she finds

Say what people do


